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CRYSTAL PHONOPTICON 317 
THE CRYSTAL PHONOPTICON IN ITS ADAPTATION TO 
ENABLE THE BLIND TO READ THE 
PRINTED PAGE. 
F. C. BROWN. 
The crystal phonopticon is an arrangement of apparatus where-
by illumination characteristics (e.g. such a:S come from a small 
portion of aily printed page) of variable arrangement, intensity 
and sequence may be transformed into sound progressions of 
corresp.onding variable intensity, arrangement, duration and 
sequence. It is called. the Crystal Phonopticon because by the use 
of recently discovered crystals, of selenium1 light impressions 
are transformed into sound impressions. The key to the suc-
cessful production of such an apparatus lay in the high sensi-
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Fm. 20.-Diagrams showing characters of selenium crystals. 
bility of these isolated crystals to· light. The sensibility is in-
creased by the transmission of the light action along the crystal2 
much in the same way perhaps that a nervous impulse is trans-
mitted along a nerve, and yet further increased: by mounting 
the crystal under pressure.3 The increased sensibility of a single 
crystal or a small group. of crystals has made possible the con-
struction of a far more sensitive apparatus than was: possible 
with the old selenium cells as suggested by Fournier D'Albe.4 
It is not possible to use a selenium cell in the same way that I 
have used individual crystals1 of selenium. 
The Selenium Eye.-The essential part of the crystal phon-
opticon is the selenium eye, which consists essentially of a row of 
1Phys. Rev. N. S. 4, p. 85, 1914. 
2Brown and Sieg, Phil. Mag. S. 6, 28, p, 497. 
3Loc. cit. 
'Proc. Roy. ·Soc. A, Vol. 90, p. 373, 1914. 
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FIG. 21.-Diagram of the crystal phonopticon. 
selenium crystals, at 1, figure 21, a slit, at 6b, to expose only a 
narrow strip of an illuminated page and a lens (at 5) for focus-
sing this illuminated portion on the series of crystals. The back-
ground at 6b corresponds to any limited background that the 
human eye might observe, the lens corresponds to the crystall~ne 
lens of the human eye and the crystals conventionally shown cor-
respond to the rods and cones of the eye. 
Continuing the analogy to the eye, the electric current through 
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ing out from the rods and cones. The resistances in fig. 21 are 
so chosen that when the white page is illuminated, there may 
be a zero or small electric cur11ent through the telephone re-
ceivers. Then when a dark letter or part of such letter moves 
in front of the lens at focus 6b there is less light focussed on all 
or part of the row of crystals. The crystals that receive less 
light instantly increase in resistance and so cause a current to 
flow through the receivers as long as the dark portion of the letter 
remains at the focus of the lens . 
. The Discernment of Characters.-As various characters move 
in front of the lens there is a combination of electric currents 
set up in the various telephone receivers. There is also a var-
ious combination of sequence in which these currents may appear 
depending on the fo~m of the character th,at passes before the 
' lens. Also these electric currents vary in intensity depending 
upon the width of line or part of letter that is in focus. 
The various electric currents may be discerned by the . ear 
' by having in each circuit individual to each crystal both a tele-
phone receiver and an interrupter. Each circuit has a frequency 
of interruptions distinct and different from all the other circuits. 
Therefore each circuit produces a different pitch in the ear 
from every other circuit. Then the ear will detect the form of 
a letter on a black p.a ge by the order and sequence of the differ-
ent pitched notes that the ear hears. ·Also a trained ear will 
F m . 22.- The Cr ysta l Phonopticon in p r esent s tate of development; (a) 
Selen ium eye with head receivers on t he boo!< to the left in the pictu re. 
(b) Motor w it h interrupters t o the r ight. ( c ) R em a ining pa r ts a re 
auxiliary r esistances, w ires a nd battery. 
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be able to make certain discernments based on the intensity and 
duration of each pitch. 
Oonstruction.-The standardization of the details of construe-· 
tion is a matter that will have to be determined after much 
study. The smaller the number of crystals and corresponding 
pitched notes the easier it will b!l for the student to detect some 
of the most characteristic letters, also the simpler and less ex-
pensive will be the apparatus. On the other hand there must be 
enough variation in sound combinations to enable the reader to 
distinguish every character. Two crystals and two receivers 
may be sufficient. On the other hand as many as five or six 
may ·be advisable. Only experience can tell. 
If more than two notes are necessary these may all be heard 
in one receiver, which would be the usual practice. However, it 
may be that a greater distinctness and clearness may be obtained 
using two or more resonating plates in one receiver as shown in 
figure 2i (Fig. 2). One or both ears may be used as experience 
will dictate. 
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Crystals of selen ium. F ir st produced a t t h e State University of Iowa. 
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' 
Fig ures s howing crys tals of selenium, a ll of which are lig h t sen s itive. ' These 
c r yst a l s were firs t produced a t the University of Iow a . 
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